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Ribosomes and cell growth

Simple interpretation:

autocatalytic activity of 

ribosomes
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Economy of expensive machines

Noller lab
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Cost of a flagellum

E.coli: 

5-10 flagella per cell

~30 0000 flagellin (FliC) / flagellum

~500 aa/FliC

108 aa in flagella

70000 ribosomes/cell

~8000 aa/ribosome

5 108 aa in ribosomes



Growth dependent expression of motility genes

growth on different carbon sources

sensitivity to PFliC changes under poorer carbon condition (e.g. poorer ribose 

compared to richer glucose), where growth rate differences were not much different 

with drastic PFliC differences, suggesting the bottleneck for growth was in the poor 

carbon source but the shift in PFliC scaled with nitrogen quality. In rich carbon, 

nitrogen quality was the bottleneck, and did not elicit much change of PFliC 

expression in response. From this evidence we may conclude that PFliC, extendable 

to motility and even chemotaxis, is under the carbon catabolite partition, while there 

was no direct regulatory contribution from nitrogen metabolism towards flagella 

expression, but only regulated indirectly via growth rate bottlenecks. 

Competition of WT and strains without chemotactic machinery or responses 

Another way to study the relationship between growth rate and chemotaxis 

investment is to study the fitness conferred by chemotaxis machinery, quantified 

using competition experiments. To see the cost of chemotaxis, we co-cultured WT 

cells and flhDC in shaking conditions, where chemotactic machinery is expected to 

be obsolete and lower the fitness of WT cells. To see the benefit of chemotaxis, we 

co-cultured WT cells and cheY in a stationary nutrient gradient of casamino acids, 

where both bore the costs of chemotaxis machinery but cheY received no benefits 

amid the nutrient gradient. 

 
Figure 1. PFliC activity under carbon limitation at 34 C a d 30 C. 
PFliC activity, measured in GFP fluorescence readout, is plotted against doubling 
rate per hour, under two different temperatures. Note the overall linear trend and 
the outlier of aKG at 34°C (bright orange dot). 

 

Ca b  li i a i  a  34 C Ca b  li i a i  a  30 C 

chemotaxis genes (Ptar)

flagellin (PfliC)

Ni et al. 2020

similar to catabolic genes

consistent with CRP-cAMP regulation

chemotaxis towards aa

source of C, N, aa?



Nitrogen dependence

different N sources

(NH4, single amino acids)

exception: Proline



Minimal model

In addition to 𝜈  and 𝜈 , 𝜙  played a significant role in the model. Previous studies 

suggested 𝜙 ~ 0.43, but the measurements were made under 37°C and with the 

K12 strain5,14. Using these parameter yielded outlandish estimates for 𝜈  and 𝜈 , 

especially for our measurements made at 34°C. Therefore, it is likely that 𝜙  

varies with temperature, since it represents the elasticity of the proteome expression. 

In addition, the rate parameters 𝜈 could also change with temperature, as it changes 

interactions such as the conformation of enzymes and binding affinity for nutrients in 

terms of signalling, transport and conversion, although we would expect the values 

to be lower as we deviate from the optimal temperature for the growth of E. coli, that 

is 37°C. Nonetheless, the descending qualities for glucose, glycerol and ribose 

remained consistent, which is in agreement with previous studies3 5. 

 

 

Figure 4. A model based on metabolic fluxes and proteome partitioning. 
The model consists of 3 components. The resource pools: nitrogen (𝐾 ), carbon 

(𝐾 ), amino acids (𝑎) and proteins (𝑃); the proteome partitions controlling the 

uptake and conversions: nitrogen uptake and metabolism (𝜙 ), carbon uptake and 

metabolism (𝜙 ), amino acid anabolism (𝜙 ) and ribosomes for protein synthesis 
(𝜙 ); and the interactions between: metabolic flux converting one pool to another, 
and regulations from the resource pools on the partitions that act upon them. 
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Cost of motility: competition experiments

in shaking culture (homog. medium)

DfhlDC outcompetes WT



Summary

• motility is almost as expensive as ribosomes

• competition

• growth dependence like carbon catabolism

• role of variability in flagellar number?
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